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Va. to regulate cold meds
Concerns over the production of Methamphetamines leads to new law
BV SHARON SCHIH
NEWS F.orroR

IAVKEN PACK/.xrmne photographer

Ths new cold medicine regulations are not expected to have
much of an impact on the average citizen.

Kyger sale
to move
along as
planned
■v

KRISIEN GREEN

NEWS EDITOR

<Ml will close on its purchase of a local
runCnrHromr in older to build a performing
arts center as planned.
According to JMU Spokesman Andy
Perrine, the university's purchase of the
Kyger Funeral Home at 903 S. Main St. has
not been altered from the deal signed over
the summer.
"No, nothing's changed at all," Perrine
said.
The deal signed during the summer
said the university would buy the funeral
home for $5.5 million to make way for its
performing arts center, which is to be completed in 2009.
There should be no new developments in
JMU's purchase of the Kyger Funeral Home
until late October.
It is then that JMU and Kyger will go to
closing, meaning that JMU and Kyger representatives will meet with lawyers to sign
papers and exchange money for the property, Perrine said.
Before the closing can occur, a purchase
contract must be made. The contract requires
a sales agreement and settlement of details
for the purchase of the property. After the
paperwork has been completed, the closing
can then take place.
Perrine said the closing procedure is the
same as it would be for any other property.
Ken Kyger, director of Kyger Funeral
Home, was away and could not be reached
for comment.

As of Oct. 1, state regulations will
require pharmacies to keep over-the-counter cold medicines behind counters, track
sales and regulate quantities of drugs
being purchased.
The new regulations stem from cold medication's ingredient Pseudoephednne, which
is used to manufacture methamphetamine.
'This year, meth surpassed cocaine as
being the number two drug of choice," said
Tom Murphy, state police special agent and
coordinator of R.U.S.H. drug task force. "It's
a huge, growing problem."
Murphy said meth is like any other
drug — ifs all supply and demand and
in trie Shenandoah Valley, there is a high
demand for the drug because of its stimulant properties. People take meth to keep
themselves going and awake while working swing shifts, or pulling double shifts.
Murphy said.
In order to address the concern of meth
use, trafficking and production, Gov, Mark
Warner signed an executive order placing
such regulations on cold medication sales
Sept. 1, according to a press release. The

release said 46 illegal meth labs have been
uncovered this year in Virginia.
"Over 60 percent of all our narcotic investigations directly involve meth," Murphy
said. "It's taken a lot of resources to fight this
drug — time and money."
Lt. Kurt A. Doshart from the Harnsonburg
Police Department said over the last several years meth labs have been moving
east, which has caused concern for the state.
However, Murphy and Boshart both said
the Harnsonburg area is not responsible for
mass production of meth.
"Less than 2 percent is actually manufactured in this area," Murphy said. "A lot of
people have the wrong idea."
Growing concern has also arisen due
to the number of meth labs popping up in
southwest regions of Virginia, -is well as
parts of West Virigina.
However, the majority of labs currently manufacturing meth are located
in Mexico and the southwest portions
of the United States, but the drug is still
able to make its way to Virginia. Murphy
said this may be due to the population's
direct connection with regions south of
the border.
Much of the meth being seized is trans-

ported by automobile or through parcel
services. Murphy added.
These new regulations will help to alleviate some of the mcth-related problems
Virginia faces, but it will not completely
eradicate the concern. Murphy said these
new restnctions will stop bulk sales and
stop other jurisdictions from coming in to
Virginia to buy cold medicine.
"1 think its one step forward, but it's a
long process and we need several other steps
in the right direction to help suppress this
drug," Murphy added.
Jeff Williams, owner and pharmacist »>t
Park View Pharmacy in Harnsonburg, said
implementing the regulations will be te.isible in his store, but may cause somewhat
Of a nuisance for customers. Now customers
will have to ask for the drugs from behind
the counter.
"It is certainly going to create some hardship for people who won't have direct access
to the drugs and certainly some inconveniences," he said.
Murphy said these restrictions should
not pose major problems for law abiding
customers.
"I have yet to hear a complaint from one
legitimate customer," Murphy added.

Sent. 11 indelible
As America
finds itself
struggling
with another
catastrophic

event,
students
take time to
remember

9/11.
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Students gather Sunday evening to commemorate the events of Sept. 11. 2001. Campus, community and religious leaders spoke at the ceremony organized by Junior Samler Mantur and sophomore David Centofante.

BV RAOIANA DUM
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The memorial service commemorating the
tragedies of Sept. 11, 2001 called for unification of
all Americans, as well as a move past the tragedy
and toward the future.
Junior Samier Mansur and sophomore David
Centofante, both recipients of undergraduate fellowships from the Foundation for the Defense of
Democracies, were the principal organizers of the
event, which took place on the lawn outside the
Festival Center.
Speakers at the event included Congressman
Bob (Joodlattc, JMU President Linwood Rose,
Major M.F. Wilfong of the Harnsonburg Police

Department, Captain Thomas Moffett of the
Harnsonburg Fire Department and local religious
leaders of the Christian, Jewish, Muslim and
Hindu faiths
Rose, who started the senes of speeches for
the evening, addressed the need to learn in the
future from such tragedies. "Let us find hope
and direction for the future," Rose said. Wilfong
and Moffett made similar rem.irks. saying that
a nation must lea/n (mm these tragedies, adapt,
and do everything we can as citizens and public
servants to help.
Goodlatte. the keynote speaker for the service,
centered his speech anmnd the idea of a nation DM >V ing forward, and the need to defend freedom as an
American principle. "American n*sp«<nsihilitvforthe

world is to shine a light on freedom," Goodlatte tsJd
He continued that it is important to n,member Sept.
11, but to also dream great dreams in these times of
tragedy because the future holds great opportunity.
A new element in this year's service was tin1
appearance <>f religious leaders of different faiths,
Mansur, who is also president of the Muslim
Student Association, said that Sept. 11 affected
people from all faiths and backgrounds, and
it waa important that this event was inclusive
of everyone. "Sept. 11 was a human tragedy,"
Mansur said. "I )ust want this event to be as inclusive and unifying as possible."
t entoMnte tbo impressed that people of all
backgrounds and faiths need to band together
"What we need, especially now, is unity."

Two students cash in on Internet T-shirt popularity
iv

retail shops, and we figured if they
can do it, we can probably do it, too,"
Pitcher said.
Two JMU students hoping to make
Starting an e-business is not that
some extra money decided to market on simple, though. It takes hard work and
the populanty of T-shirts and the boom- determi nation.
ing Internet business when they started
"Everyone's thought of doing this
their own e-business, Shirthamper.com.
at one point, we just happened to folOver the sumlow through with it,"
mer, seniors Paul
Villyard said. "We did
Villyard and Michael
lot of research into
T-shirts that make a aother
Pitcher began brainT-shirt sites on
storming for ideas to
the
Web and picked the
statement
make
a
huge
earn money during
features we liked the
the school year.
best out of layout, busimarket
on
the
web
Pitcher said that
ness model, et cetera.
the choice was logiright now...
"Mike built the
cal due to the large
site and built-in our
market for T-shirts
- Michael Pitcher e-commerce structure,
online.
senior I did the graphics, wi
T-shirts that
Shinhamperxom made contact with a
make a statement
local shirt printer and
make a Huge market
we were in business."
on the Web right now, everyone wants
And their work is paying off.
their shirt to 9ay something," Pitcher Students are tuning into the students'
said. "Also, a lot of people in the 18 to T-shirt business.
24 demographic are buying these type
Student feedback is important to the
of shirts all over the web. We had a duo, who accepts T-shirt ideas through
bunch of ideas, so we ran with it."
their site.
The entrepreneurs came up with
"Now we .in- getting ideas submitthe first IS ideas for the shirts They get ted through the site, which is what we
their inspiration from TV, music and were hoping would happen," Villyard
tl i-rvthing else they can.
said. "Our buyers have come up with
"We read an article in the Wall Street
Journal about the success of online
see SHIKTS, page 4
REBECCA WALTON

CONTR/SUTINC WRITER

AMY MIT.KNON plua.- riln
Seniors Paul Villyard (loft) and Michael Pitcher have started telling shirts through their Web site, Shlrthamper.
com. The duo sells shirts of their own design, and consider student feedback to be very Important.
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Jimmy O
Jimmy O, of the Jimmy O Band, took
the stage Sept. 8 at Finnegan's Cove
Seafood Bar and Grill. He will perform there each Thursday. Jimmy took
requests from the audience and plaved
a variety of songs on his guitar.

DUKE DAYS

Events Calendar

Up til Dawn

University Program Board

Up lil Dawn will be holding an information night
Monday. Sept. 12 at 7:30 p.m. In Taylor 305
Come learn what Up 'til Dawn is all about and how
you can get involved. Sign up to donate blood at
our Blood Drive on Friday Team registration packets will be available For more information, please
contact Tori Masters at master/I

Alpha Kappa Psi

The Verizon Wireless "Music Unleashed" lour
presents Howie Day, Ocl 5 at Wilson Hall Doors
will open at 7 p.m and the concert will begin at 8
p.m. There will be a pre-sale event for tickets to
the show on Sept 14 at 8 p m. on the commons
The line will begin forming around 7 p.m. Tickets
will be sold for $12, FLEX or cash Regular tickels will go on sale Sept 15 at the Warren Hall
Box Office at 8 a.m. lor SI 5. Tickets will be sold to
students only. For more information, please contact UPB Director of Media and Public Relations,
Jamie Fox. al fox2e/ or x87822

Alpha Kappa Psi Is one of JMU's finest co-ed
business fraternities Open to all majors. AKPsi
is looking to recruit motivated and enthusiastic
individuals. Info nights will be held at 7 p.m. on
Monday, Sept. 12 and 8 p.m. on Tuesday, Sept
13. both in Showker 106. For more information, visit AKPsi's Web site at http://orgs.jmu.
edu/akpsi. or contact president Kate McGovern
at megovekm.

New & Improv.'d
Editor:
Nathan Chiantella
(540) 568-6749
bmezeeditorHhotmail.com
chiantnaOjmuedu
Advertising Department:
(540)568-6127
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New & Improv.'d, JMU's Comedic Improv Troupe,
is holding a free workshop and auditions for (he
future of funny here at JMU The free workshop
win be held Monday. Sept 12 from 8 to 10 p.m.
In Taylor 306. Auditions will be Wednesday, Sept
14 from 9 to 11 p.m In Taylor 404 Callbacks will
be Thursday, Sept 15 from 9 to 11 p.m. in Taylor
307 For more information, contact Brett Bovio al
bovioba and make sure to bring a pencil.

Alpha Phi Omega
Alpha Phi Omega wants you for JMU's only coed service fraternity Inlerest meetings will be nek)
Tuesday, Sept 13 and Wednesday. Sept. 14 at
7:30 p.m. in Transitions

Latino Student Alliance
Want to learn salsa? How about merengue? Latino Student Alliance presents "Salsarengue" on
Saturday, Sept 17 from 8 p.m. - midnight in the
Festival Center Grand Ballroom. The price is $3
with a JAC Card, $5 without. For more information, contact Brandi Tinsley al tinslebl

Newt Desk:

(540) 568-6699
bn9ezenetvsOnormtt7.com
Arts and Entertainment
Desk:
(540)588-3151
breezeansOhotmail. com
Sports Desk:

POLICE LOG BY KWSTEN GREEN/ news editor
Possession of Marijuana

Underage Possession of Alcohol

A JMU student was charged with the possession of
manjuana in Shenandoah Hall on Sept 7 at 721
p.m.

A JMU student was charged with underage possession of alcohol in Chandler Hall on Sept 8 at
2:22 a.m.
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Photo/Graphics:
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Total number of drunk in public since Aug. 29:3

CLASSIFIEDS

MISSION

■ How to place a classified Go to
www.friebreeze.Ctfy and dick on the
daesalaJ link or come mo the office
weekdays between Sam and 5 p.m
■ Cost $5 00 for the fist 10 words,
S3 tor each addnJonai 10 words; boxed
claaaxied $10 per column inch
■ Deadhnes noon Friday tor Monday
Issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday
issue
S Claeamaaa must be peid in advance
in The Breeze office

The Breeze, the studentrun newspaper of James
Madison University, serves
student and faculty readership by reporting news
Involving the campus and
local
community.
The
Breeze strives to be impartial and fair in its reporting
and firmly believes in its
First Amendment rights.

Mailing address:

The Breeze
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC6805
James Madison University
Harnsonburg. Virginia 22807
Phone: (540) 568-6127
Fax:(540) 568-6736

RICHMOND, VA:
COME OUT FRIDAY, SEPT. 16 AND SUPPORT YOUR-

"SIN CITY REVIVAL"
BEST RICHMOND BAND

Thursday 9/15 "ZOSO":
The Ultimate Led Zepplin Experince
COMING THURSDAY 9/22

LLOYD DOBLER EFFECT

EVERY WEDNESDAY - COLLEGE BANDS
W/SIERRA & WINGS (18+)
NFL FOOTBALL W/ SPECIAL & FREE POOL

7:30 pm Tuesday September 13
***JMU Student Price: $10!!***
V. Earl Dickinson Main Stage
Piedmont Virginia Community College
Tickets: 434.961.5376

Mix Master Mike's Entertainment presents

1 Night, 25 Dates, 3 Minutes Each
You've seen it on TV, read about it in magazines, heard about it from friends...
Now you can experience speed dating for yourself!
Come To The First Ever JMU Speed Dating Event
When: Tuesday, Sept. 20th, 2006
Where: Highlawn Pavillion
...IfcafslMt
Time: 7:30pm
II Mr tout
Cost: $20.00
You Must Register In Advance At:

www.jmuspeeddating.com
Space is limited, so remember to sign up quickly!
f

432-0610

CAMPUS

Kristen Green. Editor
Sharon Schiff. Edilot
brteztntw3@hoimailcom
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New
stores
hit
Harrisonburg
Target, Old Navy to open
doors within next month
■v

ing to the mall area to accommodate
customers with parking, has been in
business for at least 30 years. This
IMU students will no longer be small clothing, shoe and accessory
limited to frequenting the super store has never struggled in HarrisonWal-Mart in Harrisonburg now that burg, and manager Nona Haggerty
a Target is in the works.
isn't the least bit worried about how
The Target store will open Oct. 9, the new Target and Old Navy will afand will be located next to the Valley fect its business.
Mall. The new shopping in Harrison"We know that the community
burg does not stop with Target. Short- is all for (Target), and we welcome
ly after Target opens, an Old Navy it, too," Haggerty said. "We have
will be opening. The store is expected a lot of customers disappointed to
to open on Oct. 13.
see us leaving the downtown area
lumur Christina Tambini is thrilled that will follow us when we move
about the new stores opening.
near Valley Mall, so we're not con"1' ve been hoping for a Target since cerned about competition. We have
my freshman year, and I couldn't be the best prices so our clientele will
happier that one is finally opening," keep coming back."
Tambini said. "I also worked at Old
The consistent economic develNavy at home, so I'm hoping to get a opment takjng place in Harrisonjob there this semester."
burg should be no surprise since this
Before
friendly city was
there was talk
voted as one of
of a Target
America's
top
most of the
business opporcommunity's
tunity metros for
basic shop2005 by Expanping has been
sion Management
OPENS 0CT.9
done at the
Magazine.
Wal-Mart
Brian Shull,
Supercenter.
Harrisonburg
Wal-mart has
economic develbeen the No. 1
opment director,
place for onehas seen Harristop shopping
sonburg grow.
in Harrisonburg, and it seems justified
"Harrisonburg is a retail nub that
to question how the opening of a large serves eight counties," he said. "In
corporation like Target five minutes addition, there are over a quarter of a
away will affect its business.
million people within a 30-mile radius
A spokesman for the Wal-Mart of where the Target and Old Navy will
Corporation, Marty Heires, ex- be opening," Shull said.
plained how Wal-Mart approaches
Shull also noted the Target and
competition.
Old Navy have been in demand
'Target is a good company, and for years and the community is exwe welcome all competition," Heires tremely excited.
said. "We feel that we learn from
The community is very glad that
the competition as well as our cus- these stores ?re opening," ne said.
tomers, and we are always trying to "I've had a lot of requests for them
make the store better."
[Target and Old Navy] over the years.
In addition to the massive Wal- Not only will the opening of Target
Mart in Harrisonburg, there are nu- and Old Navy provide increased
merous smaller businesses that have choices for residents and boost the
been in operation for years.
Valley Mall, but it is costing HarriThe A & N store, currently lo- sonburg nothing. This is all privately
cated downtown, though soon mov- funded by the stores themselves."
ALLISON GOSSETT

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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The new Target etore at Valley Mall hat bean anticipated by both the JMU and Harrisonburg communities alike. Tha
•tore opens Oct. 9 and an Old Navy Is expected to open Its doors Oct. 13.

Outpost to restock Greek supplies
Items to be back
on shelves after book
sales completed
BY ALICIA STETZER
slMIOR WRfftR

Students involved in Greek life at [ML may
have noticed that while buying books at University Outpost, there was no longer any Greek apparel on the shelves.
Co-owner Christine Johnson said the merchandise is all in stock, but due to lack of space, it is not
currently on display.

"For us, it's all a matter
of not having the space,"
Johnson said. "We call it
the 'Outpost shuffle.' In a
small period of time, we
have to make room for a
huge amount of merchandise and figure out how
to organize everything
so it all fits."
After book rush,
there is always a
time period where
the store is in a state
of transformation.
Every year, there are
always new problems because of the small retail space
and growing merchandise stock.

Study shows communications
grads paid less than others
IY DREW LI

rr

CONTRIBUTING WRTTLR

Computer engineering graduates
earn nearly twice as much as mass communication graduates, according to a
recent study by a mass communication
research group.
According to the 2004 Annual Survey Findings of Journalism and Mass
Communication Graduates done by the
James M. Cox Jr. Center for International
Mass Communication Training and Research, the average amount for beginning salaries of mass communications
graduates is increasing.
The median income earned by recent
undergraduate is $27,800. This is the
highest salary earned by recent grads.
The previous top salary was $26,988
earned by 2000 graduates.
According to the survey, this number
is still lower than in many other fields.
In comparison English majors earned on
average $31,113 per year. Political science graduates earned $32,297. Business
administration graduates were getting
average offers of $38,254. Computer engineering graduates were receiving average starting salaries of $51,297.
In 2004, 69.6 percent of graduates of
Minn.ili-.tn and mass communication programs in the United States had at least one

job offer on graduation day.
David Wendelken, school of media
arts and design associate professor, said
the economy played a large part in the
increase in employment of journalism
and mass communication graduates after college.
'There was a lot of downsizing in
response to a weak economy after 9/11
and the end of the Internet bubble," he
said. "With experienced people losing
jobs, there were more people chasing
fewer jobs.
"The economy has been stronger recently and some media outlets are replacing
those who were laid off in earlier years."
The survey also said one in five of
the graduates with a job in the communications field are writing and editing
for the Web. Approximately one in 20 is
designing and building Web pages. Of
the Web jobs, 25.7 percent were writing,
reporting or editing — or doing some
combination of these. Fifteen percent
found jobs in broadcasting or the cable
industry.
According to the report, the students involved in broadcasting fared the
worst of all graduates with jobs, even
though the median salary increased in
2004 by about $1,500. This is still more
than $3,000 below what other graduates
earned on average.

I

Johnson said.
The "shuffle" doesn't just happen one
rime a year, Johnson said. "We
have to set up the store differently for book rush than we
do Parents Weekend, and differently for Homecoming than
we do initiation weeks."
Another concern for fraternity and sorority members was
for a period of time. Outpost was
not accepting orders for letters.
Johnson said every year they discontinue letter-making for several
weeks to focus on book sales.
"We started taking letter [orders! I«t week," she said.
"We're starting to get back on track
now."

However, due to the fact that some of the
employees graduated in May, there may be a
small delay in the completion of the letters
for the first few weeks.
"Most of my best workers are seniors, so I go
through this every year," Johnson said. "But luckily, some have returned to study for a Master's or
for an internship, so they are still able to help out"
Johnson said they are looking into alternate
locations for the store, but as of yet haven't
found anything suitable for their retail market.
The store's current location, on Port Republic
Road behind the Neighbors convenience store, is
right in the middle of off-campus student life.
"We are definitely looking into expanding,
but there are not a lot of retail locations on Port
Republic," Johnson said. "We have to make do
with what we have while staying right where
all the students are"

Planting the seeds of the future

SHOAP
David O'Neill, director of ths Edith J. Cantor Arboretum and Botanic Gardens, help* Sandy Inabtnet pick
out a plant during the arboretum's Annual Fall Plant Sale.
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Reminders of 9/11 remain vivid
■y MICHAEL E. RUANE
Tut WASHIHGTON POST
Diane Rokoe of Rosslyn, Va., still eyeballs
inbound jetliners to make sure their landing
gear are down. The hijacked airplanes, she
seems to recall, were bound for destruction
with their wheels up.
Scott Smit of Falls Church, Va., still has
a two-week stash of food and water in his
garage, an escape plan and a family rendezvous point in the Blue Ridge mountains.
Dawn Caskie of McLean, Va., still checks
out every person boarding the airplane when
she flies and keeps a road atlas in her car in
case she has to flee an attack.
hour years and multiple catastrophes after the tragedy of Sept. 11,2001, mental health
experts and area residents say that although
9/11 may seem eclipsed by other events and
forgotten by the public, its "complex of fear"
remains |ust beneath the surface: ready to
trigger instantly.
Shoes still must come off in airport
security lines, although booties are often
available for those who don't want their
feet to get dirty.
Metro system riders who once abided
by an unspoken code to keep their eyes
straight ahead now scan each other warily,
urged by disembodied announcements to
watch, mostly in vain, for sinister activity
and packages.
"I hate it," said Sandy Green of Washington. "It is very un-Metro. Everybody (usually) sticks to themselves very, very carefully.
And we have to be nosy now."
Signs along the interstates command:
"Report Suspicious Activity." False alarms
proliferate. Fighters are scrambled to pursue
stray Cessnas. The Capitol is evacuated. The
threat level is adjusted up, then down.
And real disasters, such as Hurricane Ka-

trina, seem to trigger the anxiety anew.
Forty-eight months after terrorists hijacked four airliners and crashed them into
the Pentagon, the World Trade Center and a
field in rural Pennsylvania, the Washington
area remains haunted by calamity, experts
say — reminded of its possibility and still
struggling to find context for something
that is unresolved.
Four years seems like a fitting span for
a human event to run its course, to have a
start, a middle and an end. It's the time it
takes to get a degree, serve a term in public
office. World War I and the Civil War lasted
four years. Michelangelo painted the majestic ceiling of the Sistine Chapel in four years.
Indeed, so much else has happened in
the past four years. Anthrax. The snipers.
The wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. The tsunami. The London and Madnd train bombings. The hurricane.
Memorials to Sept. 11 have been built,
pledged and sometimes even vandalized.
The Pentagon, where 184 died, was repaired
three years ago. Ground was broken last
week on the first reconstruction project at
the World Trade Center, where about 2,750
people penshed. And a design was unveiled
Wednesday to memorialize the plane that
was crashed in Pennsylvania, killing 40 passengers and crew members.
In the immediate aftermath of the attacks,
many a commentator suggested that the nation had been "changed forever." Whether
the national psyche was permanently altered
is a matter for future histonans. but experts
say there's no question that the imprint of
that day remains vivid in the minds of Americans four years later.
"Americans can't ever know that it's
going to be over," said Alan Lipman. a
clinical psychologist at George Washington University. "And so it creates a kind

of continuing low level of threat for which
there is no clear answer. And I think we see
that bubbling under American society over
the last four years."
Arie Kruglanski, a professor of psychology at the University of Maryland, said Sept.
11 anxiety may be temporarily "buried under
the barrage of events that assert their pnority"—such as the war in Iraq, the price of gas
and now the terrible hurricane.
People cannot worry about all these
things all the time, he said: "We would go
insane." But the anxiety is there and ready
for reactivation by events such as the recent
London train bombings. After that, he said,
"we thought: 'How about us? Is Washington next? What about the Metro? Are we doing all we can?'"
But some believe taking precautions
is futile.
"I'm of the mind that if something happens to this city, and it's chemical, it's just,
forget about it." Washington, DC. architect
Eric Jackman, 49, a Bethesda, Md., resident,
said outside his downtown office last week.
"We're done for. ... Whatever's going to hit
us is going to be a death blow."
Sandy Green, 52, a Washington interior
designer and mother of three, said after seeing relatives off at Reagan National Airport
last week: "I'm figuring ... if there's going
to be a nuclear blast somewhere, it's probably going to be Washington, DC. We're at
ground zero. So whaf s the point?"
But Celeste Myers, 38. an independent
technology consultant who lives in Northwest Washington, said she refused to let
anxiety rule her life for four years.
"I have just made a decision that 1 will
not live my life in fear." she said last week
as she sat on a bench in Lafayette Square,
in beautiful September weather, across the
street from the White House."

Shirts: Students begin
marketing clothes
SHIRTS, from page 1
great ideas, and we pay the individual who sent in the idea or
artwork if we use the shirt."
So far, the business has been successful, but it takes time and
energy to make sure orders are filled on time. The two are consid-'
enng selling shirts from other popular T-shirt sites on their site, \
but that's in the future.
Presently, for the business's future, Villyard remains optimis- ■
be for an expansion.
"I am talking with online distnbutors about selling our merchandise in their stores," he said. "We are also working up samples and catalogs to distribute to buyers for more trendy retail!
chains."
The two entrepreneurs are also charitable. On their Web site,'
shirUmmper.com, customers can get not only cool T-shirts, but 20
percent of the company's proceeds to the Red Cross for the Ka-1
trina victims.

LISTEN OP!

Government response to Hurricane
Katrina proves to be disasterous
BY NICOLE GAOUETTE, ALAN C.
MILLER, MAXK MAZZETT., DOYLE
MCMANUS, JOSH MEYE* AND
KEVIN SACK

Los Angeles Times
It was conceived as the solution to confusion and bureaucratic logjams that hampered
response to the Sept. 11 terror
attacks — a 426-page master
plan to coordinate government
agencies in a disaster.
When it was unveiled amid
fanfare last January, the Department of Homeland Security's
National Response Plan promised "vastly improved coordination among federal, state,
local and tribal organizations
to help save lives" from storms,
floods, earthquakes or terrorist
assaults.
Hurricane Katrina turned
out to be its first real-world test
— but the plan broke down
soon after the monster winds
blew in.
Its failures raise unsettling
questions about the federal government's readiness to deal with
future crippling disasters. An examination of how the plan was
administered during the crubal
early hours of this natural disaster reveal more confusion than

coordination and repeated failures of leadership.
The plan on paper was not
always apparent on the ground.
Cooperation among government agencies — and communications within the federal
government — faltered at almost every level, right up to the
White House.
For example:
The Federal Emergency
Management Agency, responsible for supervising relief and
rescue operations, failed to position adequate equipment to
carry out the dual assignments.
FEMA was especially short of
helicopters from the outset. It
was forced to concentrate on
rescue missions and gave short
shrift to ferrying supplies to
trapped evacuees
Coordination with private
relief agencies faltered and led
to maddening delays. Water,
food, clothing and medical supCs backed up in distant wareses.
More than 50 civilian aircraft
responding to separate requests
for evacuations from hospitals
and other agencies swarmed to
the area a day after Katrina hit,
but FEMA blocked their efforts
Aircraft operators complained

that FEMA waved off a number been not properly rilled out, the
of evacuation attempts, saying New Mexico guard was told.
the rescuers were not authorized.
Telephones and radios failed
"Many planes and helicopters everywhere, complicating efforts
simply sat idle," said Thomas to monitor held conditions and
Judge, president of the Associa- coordinate response. FEMA oftion of Air Medical Services.
ficials were caught by surprise.
Military cooperation was Better awnmunications was supstymied, in advance of the posed to be a highlight of the
storm. New Mexico Gov. Bill plan, but it took up to six days to
Richardson offered the gover- get working telephones to some
nor of Louisiana hundreds of FEMA employees on the ground.
National Guard troops. They
In the calm before the storm,
were poised to fly into Louisi- preparations had a promising
ana on Monday, Aug. 29, just start. Homeland Security Secreas the levees were about to give tary Michael Chertoff convened
way Instead, red tape and pa- interagency meetings, created
terwork at National Guard an operations center in Baton
radquarters in Washington Rouge and dispatched FEMA
delayed their arnval until Fri- Director Michael Brown as his
day. Deployment orders had not representative on the ground.
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3 Tunes From iTunes

Tune in to what the Army National Guard has to offer: 100% Tuition
Assistance. $20,000 Student Loan Repayment and up to $ 10.000
Fnlittmont Bonus. h\ c*ll»d wiving you. tommunriynj/i fim* wh.l*

getting full time benefits. Visit 1
and get 3 tunes from iTunes!

800-GOGUARD.COM/MUSIC
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Quiznos
Sub
"MMIVI...TOASTY!"
Complete Office Gynecology
• birth control planning & morning after
•pap smear evaluation & treatments

•complete gynecological exams
• STD testing

Other Services
• spa products
• acne treatments
• laser hair reduction

mineral make-up by colorescience •
weight loss/cellulite control •
skin disorder treatments •

"It's Your Life and
It Sure Looks Good!"

Call (540) 437-1296
1992 Medical Avenue, Harrisonburg, VA 22801

I

FLEX and all major
credit cards accepted!
37 Burgess Rd.
near the Harrisonburg
Crossing Shopping Center
(540)432-1302

i
| Free Small Soda
j with purchase of any sandwich
With this coupon, Exp. 11/20/05
One per Coupon per person per visit. Not Valid with
any other offer.
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ACROSS
1 Huriy-burly
4 Coffee enhancer
9 "Wham!"
12 Acknowledge
applause
13 Jousting weapon

The Power of
Breeze Classifieds

www.thebreeze.org/classifieds

14 Sapporo sash
15 Office group
17 Lubricate
18 Cleopatra's
slayer
19 Lou for sale
21 Midsized sofa
24 Fit inside snugly
25 Chicken-king
link
26 Attempt
28 Attempts
31 His-(selfimportant one)
33 America's Uncle
35 Do as you're told
36 Dieter's lunch
38 "Certainly"
40 Actor Cariou
41 Audi.
43 Long list's

shortener (Abbr.)

45 Skirmish
47Agt.
48 Eggs
49 Limbaugh's
medium
54 Abner's adjective
55 Oni-ni.il

56 Charged bit
57 Request
58 Take care of
59 Payable

DOWN
1 "Six-pack" muscles
2 Morse code E
3 Have bills

4
5
6
7
8

Storage area
50 Cent and Eminem
Music producer Brian
Oak. once
Donnybrooks

9 "The Color of
Money" prop

10 Last writes?
11 Crafty
16 Natalie's pop
20 Regarding
21 Without (Fr.)
22 Director Kazan
23 Dinnertime
conversation
27 "Whoopee!"
29 Borscht base

30 Harmonization, for
short
32 Halite
34 Timon of "The Lion
King." e.g.
37 River-mouth
deposits
39 Fondue fuel

51

"
59

42 Call a halt to

44 Figure head? (Abbr.)
45 Gaucho's weighted
cord
46 Hertz rival
50 Falsehood
51 Accomplished
52 Debtor's letters
53 "A Chorus Line"
song

For today's
answers
check out
www.thebreeze.org
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www.randyspeaki.com
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7pmy Frwl!
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Interested in joining one of JMU's 14
nationally recognized fraternities?
Events will be held September 12th - 22nd, 2005.
To see a listing of each fraternity's events, please visit the
Fraternity Recruitment website:

http://www.jmu.edu/ucenter/sos/
FratSorLife/RecFratprospective.htm
Click on the individual fraternity names to see a calendar
of their events, locations, times, and chapter contacts.

Event

>|«Mi-in.Mi. I 111 Offlfrrf
ll<-nllli IVi

iilll \HI'. >.'>

If you have questions, contact Phil Giordano,
IFC Recruitment Chair (glordapo@imu.edu)
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Nation needs more
than empty rhetoric

Saints game sends encouragement

EDITORIAL

■Y PATRICK CALLAHAN

■Bin mure*

After nearly five days of large-scale death and destruction caused
by a forecasted national disaster, our fearless leader finally decided to
cut short his five week vacation so that he could return to the White
House and offer the American people those three comforting words of
assurance we've all grown so accustomed to hearing, "We're making
progress."
While President Bush gave his assurance, the thousands of people
still stranded in Louisiana huddled together in shelters awaiting food,
water, medical care, safety and security — things they had desperately
needed for days. Bush himself described the damage to the Gulf Coast
as being worse than any imaginable weapon. Yet after four years of
bolstering our defenses, adding to our national security workforce,
and providing billions of dollars in funding — we are still too unprepared to save thousands of American lives from a catastrophe that was
known about days in advance.
For those who've followed this administration closely, it shouldn't
take a hurricane to show how badly the White House has performed.
For starters, our president has spent nearly 20 percent of his presidency on vacation, almost as many days so far as Reagan had in his
entire eight years. The social security crisis President Bush heralded
as his next great hurdle to overcome upon his reelection is now a
dead issue. Gas prices have risen to historic levels and are yielding record profits for U.S. oil companies. Those same oil companies
are the beneficiaries of billions of dollars worth of new government
subsidies as part of a GOP energy bill that was passed by the Republican-controlled Congress last month. Not to mention the new
Central American Free Trade Agreement that Bush pushed through
Congress. This new agreement was opposed by many on both sides
of the aisle because ofthe negative effects it will have on American
farmers; farmers who grow crops that are cheaper to produce in Central America where there are fewer labor laws and protections for
workers. Is it safe to say the interests of the average American are not
first priority on the Bush administration's list?
Underlying all of these blatant examples of executive mismanagement lays the growing conundrum that is Iraq. Iraqi police and armed
forces aren't able to stem the violence that erupts daily across the
country. Iraqi government leaders must face the constant possibility
of assassination by roaming death squads. Parents fear for their children's lives as terrorists target helpless youths. Overwhelming numbers of Iraqi citizens are still without essential government services
like medical care, running water and electricity. Most astounding, the
CIA has confirmed that Iraq is now a training ground and birthplace
for new terrorists. Yet we continue to hear the same worthless rhetoric
from the White House.
The time for blind support is over. Much more must be demanded of our leaders during this time of instability. Gone are the days of
mindless acceptance and support. The Amencan people must open
their eyes and see the things they aren't supposed to see. They must
observe the biased, disproportionate mismanagement of our nation's
funds. They must witness the bodies floating in New Orleans and the
caskets coming home from Iraq. They must see these things and they
must voice their discontentment through any medium they can find.
If it means getting on television and cursing government officials for
poor relief efforts as New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin did, then so be it.
The stakes are too high to sit idle and wait to find out what new disaster will occur while our president is relaxing at his Texas ranch.
Patrick Callahan is an unitclartd junior.
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E-mail dam and pals to hwyt+tihotmrnletm.
Darts A Pals are submitted anonymously and printed on a spaa-available butts.
Submissions are based upon one person s opinion of a given situation, person or event and
do nol necessarily reflect the truth

A "thanks-*or-the-crabs" pat to the people who left their pet
hermit crabs up for adoption on the Quad.
From a senior who is happy to give your crabs a good home.

A "stop-being-whiny-insecure-babies" dart to all the guya on
campus complaining about the shape of this year's parking decal
— grow up.
From a junior girl who really doesn't care about the shape of her decal,
fust finding a parking space.

A "which-way-to-the-beach" pat to the two studs who walked
through the Village on Saturday afternoon in nothing but neon
Speedos.
From three easily distracted sophomore girls who had a great laugh at
your expense.

A "t hanks-for-your-understanding" pat to the nice guy on the
drunk bus Friday night who comforted my drunk friend who passed
out on his shoulder.
From her roommate sitting across the bus who couldn't get to her first.

An "l-wouldn't-treat-your-mom-like-that" dart to the guys who
pui mv longboard on the ground at Dukes while it was clearly saving that table. You should respect other's things the way I respect
your mom.
From an angry sophomore who would have laid someone out if it
wasn't sit on one.

A "how's-your-gas-mileage?" dart to all the lone students lined
up in their gas-guzzling SUVs waiting for a parking place.
From a ]MU staffer who reminds you that when you drive alone, you
drive with Osama.

A "thanks-for-bringing-me-back-to-my-childhood" pat to the
cute guy in the computer lab on Thursday night whose cell phone
played the Mario Brothers theme song.
From a junior girl that was stressed out about all the work she had to
get done even before the weekend started and needed something to make her
smile and giggle right about then.

A "did-you-forget-where-the-toilet-was?" dart to the idiot who
threw up in our dorm last Friday night and failed to realize that our
amazing cleaning lady wouldn't come back until Monday.
From some freshmen women who were repulsed by the lack of respect
shown for their space as well as the cleaning staff.

They're a bit bedraggled, but they know the job must be
done, and it must be done by them.
The New Orleans Saints.
Tonight they have to play their first regular-season football game, representing a city that's nearly empty and nearly uninhabitable.
It's difficult to fathom how a football team could matter while there are still people being evacuated from New
Orleans, when the dead aren't numbered yet but may run
into the thousands and when the government's handling of
disaster relief is being sharply criticized.
It's difficult to fathom, but a football team does matter
— it matters to the very heart and soul of the city.
When the Saints lace up against the New York Giants
tonight, it'll just be a game between two middle-of-the-road
teams, but when the Saints take the field, they'll make a
statement — they'll be showing the world that the city of
New Orleans is not dead and gone.
The scoreboard will still say "New Orleans." The Saints
will still play home and away games — that their home will
likely be at I SI instead of the Superdome and that tonight's
bout in the Meadowlands is technically a home game is beside the point. The Saints represent their city and, by exten-

sion, all the displaced people of that city.
Although they may be far-flung, the people of New Orleans have at least one thing to unite them and provide continuity between the time they fled and the time they'll be
able to return to their homes. For the next few montna, the
Saints will represent a city they can't return to, but, whenever they play. New Orleans will be alive and viable.
People have criticized sports commentators for focusing too much on the Saints instead of the disaster and relief efforts in New Orleans, but by focusing on the Saints
— without minimizing the tragedy — commentators are
maintaining something normal in a situation that Is far
from usual. It's important to speculate about where the
team will play its home games, what changes need to be
made to the schedule and the other challenges the team
will face, as well as how the team will play, because that's
the normal thing to do.
After a disaster, the focus is always on recovery, and
part of recovery is getting things back to the way they
were — or at least as close as possible. Seeing the Saints
play tonight will be part of that and will show the people
of New Orleans and the rest of the world that the city is
not gone forever.

BREEZE PEKSPECTTVBS

A new chance for JMU students to be stood up
BT JISSICA COM ON
CONTHHUTWC W«IT£«

I was stood up on Saturday night. This is no classic tale of
boy forgetting to pick up girl, rather something much worse.
It is worse than any date dilemma and more scarring than the
worst weekend quandary Three phone calls and four apartment visits later, I retired to the fact that I would not be picked
up that night by one of the most reliable men I have ever met,
the taxi driver.
Many of us have come to know and love several drivers of
these charming chariots. Friday and Saturday nights are commonly punctuated by five-minute drives to and from various
apartment complexes. We could probably walk but choose not
to in lieu of a "deep" conversation with one of these delightful
drivers. This was my exact intent Saturday night, as I called a
cab company in hopes of being picked up within the next few
minutes.
It could have been the congestion clogging the phone lines
of that particular taxi company, or the sheer forgetfulness of
the operator. Either way, I was denied a ride. My knight in
shining armor never rode in on his white (or yellow) horse. In
cases such as this, we need back-ups, alternate plans of action
to keep our cab-less nights from becoming stagnant.
There are the more frequent scenarios, ones which many of
us have employed those Friday and Saturday nights when it
feels as if everything is riding on that single yellow boat of a
car. These scenarios include calling the company mercilessly,
scrounging a ride from the nearest passer by, or simply giving
in and going home. Each could work, but with the right adjustments, you could thwart the terrible taxi predicament.
Rather than breaking your redial button, use your most distressed tone of voice with the person on the other line. Make
sure they know that it is vital you get to your destination, and
you are choosing their company to get you there. Kill them
with kindness and they cannot refuse your sappy sob story.
It might also seem appealing to get on your Viands in knees
to win over the next person you see with car keys. This is desperate and dangerous, two words that should never become
part of anyone's Friday or Saturday nights. To avoid social
devastation, you might want to secure a ride before the night
begins. You will be guaranteed transportation, and enter the
night with a little more dignity than if you promised to wash
that random guy's Honda with your toothbrush in exchange
for a lift.
When all else fails, going home might be your only option.
This does not have to mean the end of the world. You would be
surprised how far a game of Twister could take you and your
stranded friends If you are not feeling so light-hearted about
the situation, sit down and write a strongly-worded letter to
the forgetful taxicab coordinators. It might give them a headache, but it might be |ust what they need to keep them from
forgetting their precious college consumers.
In a perfect world, each phone call to a cab company would

be placed with care and consideration for us, the eager student with places to go and people to see. Unfortunately, we
do not live in a perfect world; filling up your gas tank could
equal a night at the Ritz-Carlton, U.S. troops are still overseas,
and American Idol insists on letting William Hung release a
Christmas album. So when we have the chance to make light
of a little taxi trauma, hail it down.
Jessica Conlon is a junior English major
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Freethinker thinking
Perhips <f people asked more questions
about statenents they didn't quite understand,
this campu would be a more tolerant place.
That being <aid, the "Got Jesus? Nope" shirts
which wet. circulating on certain Freethinker
members c ujing Student Organization Night
certainly %>t a reaction, as noted in a past letter to the i ditor. However if this student had
talked to aiy of the people wearing the shirts,
he could r Jve learned the whole story.
Freethinkers is not a club which wants
to target Christians or put down Christianity — far mm it. It is a club designed to promote free --bought on the JMU campus, and its
members -onsist of atheists, agnostics, pagans,
existentit ists, humanists, undecided faiths
and Chri tians. The shirt which creates a stir
on campis is simply referring to the fact that
most mribers of the club are not Christian,
and on i campus with predominately Christian cliiV. they feel the need to express their
views *l well. Perhaps those who visited Student Ott Night did not notice the other This
is youcpain on" shirt. Not all members of the
I pMtJHton wear the "Cot Jesus" shirts, however tieones who do are often coming from a
backgfomd where they were once silenced for
their n<vChristian beliefs and feel that JMU
is a s«t place for them to express themselves.
"Cot Je-us? Nope." also refers to the attitude
of the reethinker meetings, an environment
where riople use reason, logic and the human
experioce as a judgement of life and to discun current events, not using the Bible, Jesus
or other religious dogma. Do Freethinkers target Christians? Perhaps this shirt does, how-

ever it is merely a reaction to the wide expanse
of Christian clubs on campus (in spring 2005
there were 13 different Christian organizations), the annual Eiwrysfudenf.com shirts, as
well as the Christian members of the population who are more eager to, let us say, tell us
what will happen when we die (aka go to hell)
than the Muslim community, or Jewish community, etc.
So the next time you see us in a controversial shirt, stop and ask us why we are wearing
it or come attend one of our meetings. We have
as many questions for you as you do for us.
Kristi Grondin, senior
President of Freethinkers

Mexico City Policy needs to change
In January, 2001, the U.S. government reenacted the Mexico City Policy. Under this
policy, no U.S. family planning assistance can
be given to foreign Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO) to perform abortions, (except
in the case of rape, incest or a threat to the
life of the woman), or to lobby for abortion. If
they accept the funding, they can not perform
abortions using money from any other source.
If these foreign NGOs refuse to comply, they
won't receive funding from the U.S. Agency
for International Development. If they lose
this funding, women will have less access to
other reproductive health services, but if they
comply with the policy, women will have less
access to safe abortions. This policy should be
changed to allow NGOs to use U.S. funds to

perform abortions and for services other than
abortions
Supporters of the policy say they don't
want U.S. tax dollars to fund abortions. However, since 1973 the US Foreign Assistance Act
has prohibited the use of U.S. funds for abortions, and since 1981, the use of U.S. funds
for lobbying for abortion. Under the Mexico
City Policy, foreign NGOs are not only being
prohibited from using U.S. tax money to provide abortions, they are prohibited from using
money from any other source to provide abortion services.
My focus here is not on the morality of abortion. The first premise of this argument is that
reducing access to safe abortions will not stop
women from having abortions. It will increase
the rate of unsafe abortions. While it seems as
if providing safe abortions causes the abortion
rate to increase, it is because safe abortions are
documented; reliable statistics are not available because unsafe abortions are often unreported. If NGOs refuse to comply with the
policy, they will lose funding that could be put
toward other family planning methods. By denying women access to family planning methods and contraception, the rate of unwanted
pregnancies is likely to rise, and women may
respond to them with abortions.
1 am not advocating abortion as a method
of birth control. If foreign NGOs want to continue providing abortions, they will lose funding wnich can be put toward family planning
methods. Restricting the availability of contraception will inadvertently increase the demand for abortion.
We should revise this policy to allow foreign NGOs to use U.S. funds to provide other

NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATION? ,.rfl
1 ill i;u.ir,lW.UtT \n< n.'.mi.
OtIM Services Agents
Arcade *\n« rubnts
hood & Bewra^e

services unrelated to abortions, without preventing them from using funds from other
sources to provide abortions. Regardless "I
our position, we should be aware of the aftects
our foreign policy.
Andrea Greco, junior
English m.i|«ir

Editorial policies
Responses to all articles and opinions published
in The Breeze are welcome and encouraged.
Letters should be no longer than 2S0 worrlv musl
include a phone number for verification and < Ml
be e-mailed to breezeopinion@>hotmail com or
mailed to MSC 6805 Cl, Anthony-Seeger Hall,
Harnsonburg, VA 22807. The Breeze reserves
the right to edit all submissions for length or
grammatical style.
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial
board as a whole, and is not necessarily the opinion of
any individual staff member of The BnMN
Editorial Board:
Nathan Chiantella. editor in rhiri
Alex Sirney, managing vditor
Molly Little, opinion editor
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect
the opinion of the newspaper. (Ml staff, or
lames Madison University
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penny saved is a penny earned
KELLY SMITH
IWTINC WW7EK

r
The majority of JMU studtnts returned to school this
yaar relieved that their mundane
simmer jobs were finally comirg to an end. As we gladly replace work with class and studying, we are often left scratching
our heads wondering why our
<hecking accounts do not reflect
our long hours of folding clothes
or twirling the lifeguard whistle
around our fingers. Simply put:
college students as a group do
not save. Those hard-earned
paychecks can more than likely
be found in the form of a new
£air*of fcans or a colorful iPod
mini.
Saving at any age is a difficult task. There are those expenses such as bills and rent
that must be taken care of. However, in my experience talking to
friends, it is agreed that at this
age we are still relying heavily
on our parents for financial support. It is my opinion that since
they are covering the major expenses, we view the money we

earn as money that can be spent
solely on ourselves. As we meander through the mall, more
often than not we aren't thinking to save up to maybe pay for
our books in the fall or plan for
our future because we can't see
past these financially dependent times. Think ahead to after
graduation and the majority of
us will find ourselves living in
our parent's basement partaking
in household chores to earn our
keep unbl we have enough money for a place of our own. Why
not start planning now?
These summer jobs could
prove to be more beneficial than
just another addition to our resumes by serving as lessons in
money management. Saving is a
slow process that people probably write off because the rewards
are not immediately felt. Money
management experts agree that
setting aside $10 a paycheck and
learning to balance saving and
spending is really all it takes to
getting started with smart money habits. As this money adds
up we will find ourselves able to
gain financial independence in a

small way by being able to provide for ourselves — and I doubt
our parents would object.
Anyone who knows me will
find it ironic that 1 of all people
am rambling on about smart
money habits. Despite the three
summer jobs that 1 have had
since the age of 17,1 have found
myself with a less than impressive savings account as a result
of my addiction to shopping and
eating out — two hobbies that
most people can relate to. This
careless attitude has left me with
little else but clothes that no longer fit. There is a plethora of other
ways to put your money to good
use. Planning ahead for your future is never a bad idea because
believe it or not, we cannot put
the brakes on growing up and
there will come a time when that
summer job is replaced by a career tasting longer than the span
of three months. These jobs that
we may find dull should at least
be viewed as practice for the future when we will be expected to
provide for ourselves.
Kelly Smith is a junior English major.
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1 in4 JMU women will be the victim of rape
or attempted rape by the time she graduates.

Volunteer for JMU's Sexual Assault Helpline.
Applications are available outside the CARE office in TDU, 101D.
All applications are due by September 18th at 5pm.
Questions? Contact Sam at macksd@jmu.edu
OR attend a meeting Wednesdays at 9pm in Taylor 311
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'Wit' tells
beautiful,
simple story
» ;

Play to run Tuesday
through Saturday
»v MONICA BOOKER
coNTWiunw: wnmit t|
She finds hu mor
cst itl hours. Vi
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ter in Margaret Edsoi
Prize-winning play, *
her keen repartee to 04 iteract a
crippling battle with ca cer
"Wit" opens lh»tre ll's
fall season this Tuesiv, Sept.
13.
The show's primar drama
revolves around Dr. fttmng, a
college English professo v\ hose
refusal to settle into a qut t death
propels the plot into deUhs of
mental and emotional exploration. Edson's writing parallels
the poetry o| |ohn Uonn iron
which Dr. Bearing ieriu's
(aspiration.
E>i rector and senior A
Paulus believes tat "Wil
should takeadiffcren appi
from the trend set by past
atre II performances.
"I nave seen a lot of good
shows at JML and a to of then
seemed to be shocking or dis*
turbing — or they MBpIv ju4
intended to move thegudientt
in that direction/' »• said;
"Sometime that's the b-st HIM
to foster a reaction, ark I h*
wanted to show somethiig th,
was beautiful and sun pi
piece of work th.it is inLnd I
itself. Of course, that
i
I
lofty* goal."
The cast includes %-iior
Lauren lernll. Mark Jorioisor
and Ali Cheff, junior Briidor
Ferraro and sophomore !ad«
Namei.
The show runs Tuetby,
Sept. 13 through Saturday, $>pt'
17 at 8 p.m. in Theatre II (neM to
Kinko's on S. Main St.). Dears
open at 7:30 p.m. The ticket tresale is Monday, Sept. 12 fro* 4
to 7 p.m. at the Theatre II bu|ding. Tickets also will be on Sile
two hours before curtain.

n Anui KIM
cornmumc wwrut

said, "Mainstreet's new IBL system, Iwhich replaced the| old
Eastern Acoustic Works system,
New York's DJ Mix Master providing more powerful sound
Mike was spinning the hottest effects."
beats at the heart of downtown
Mainstreet's new cooling and
Harrisonburg at Mairutreet Bar ventilation system was in full
4 Grill Sept. 9. The 600-plus force, but temperatures still rose
•tudents that showed up to the on the dance floor.
event were pleasantly surprised
"I am glad Mainstreet is back
"Mainstreet ia
in action," said selikeadrug/'saidju- nior Sarah Shin.
nior Shy Pahlevani,
"We needed a place
who is promottne
to go on WednesMainstreet through
day nights, and
his own business,
now we've got it!"
iMaddy.com. "It sells
It wasn't just the
itself."
students who were
Everyone was
the scene,
— junior Shj enjoying
excited to hear
but DJ Mix Master
Pahlevani Mike, also known
about its reopening and had been
JModdytom as Mike VonSalzen
ready since the
('021, was spinning
fire in Novemhis top 40s, hipber, said senior Megan Grimier, hop, reggae and club mixes.
who works there as a bartender
"Mainstreet is back, and the
When you walk into the new party is bumping," said VonSaland the improved Mainstreet. zen With purple lamp lights on
you will be reminded of the old the walls, blue, green and pink
place, except it will be bigger lightings coming through the
and better.
rotating strobe lights, people in
Intermittently falling bub- the place looked magnificent,
bles, striking strobe lights and even those who had upset the
impressive lighting effects set bouncers with their inapproprithe perfect club atmosphere. A ate attire. Mainstreet doesn't like
big disco ball and silver decora- guests to wear any athletic aptions on the walls reflect all the parel.
lighting effects.
Overall, Hall was "very
However, the owners and proud of the successful night"
the workers of Mainstreet are and hopes to see everyone on
not satisfied with what they cur- Wednesday. He encourages evrently have and are planning eryone to come early for "Madito make expansions upon their son Madness" every Wednesday
lighting and sound systems. night. Everyone above 21 will
Paul Rosin, Mainstreet's light- get in free, and the cost is $5 for
ing engineer/sound technician. everyone else.

TOP: A crowd watt* outside of Mainstreet Bar &
Grill Friday night, anxious
for the party to start.

Mainstreet is like
a drug... It sells
itself.

MIDDLE: A group of students grooves to the
beats of DJ Mix Master
Mike. Over 600 students
showed up to the reopening of Harrlsonburg's hot
spot.
BOTTOM: DJ Mix Master
Mike enjoys his new
booth, which peers out
over the crowd from a
hole In the wall.

540-442-9U''
all phtf.*. by CAROLYN WALSEH/«™» p/uilngraplirr
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Here's what's happening in the 'Burg this week... Check out the map above!
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Monday, Sept. 12:

n
Jl

Songwriters Circle at the Artful Dodger (C on map)
Gold Crown Billiards 9-Ball Tournament starting at 7 p.m. (F)
Shenandoah Mountain Bike Club beginner-level bike rides on local
trails. Visit shenandoahmountainbikeclub.com for more information.
Free pool at The Pub (D)

Tuesday, Sept. 13:
Flashback Tuesday's at the Artful Dodger: Retro music from the 70s
and '80s
Tejas Singh performing at Dave's Downtown Taverna (A)
Karaoke at The Pub
Texas Hold 'Em Tuesdays at Luigi's Downtown Pizza Co.: poker night
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Sign-ups begin at 8 p.m. (B)
Wednesday, Sept. 14:

I

*£

David Pope Quartet performing at Dave's Downtown Taverna
Gold Crown Billiard's open mic night starting at 9 p.m. Ladies play pool
for free. Men with college ID pay only $2.
Open mic night at Luigi's Downtown Pizza Co. starting at 9 p.m.
Bucket n Music at The Pub: bucket specials and great music.
Free yoga at Cups To Go starting at 7 p.m.: Taught by a certified instructor. (E)

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
Medium One Topping
Pizza

JUT

(Add $ 1 to make it a Large)
Limited Time Offer...cut soon!

Harrisonburg- 433-PAPA

SPORTS

Matthew Sloss. Editor
Meagan Mihalko. Assistant Editor

bttezesports®hotmait£om
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" We 're just not very good right now. "
— JMU coach Mickey Matthews

No day at the beach
93-yard drive
does in Dukes
on road at CCU

Perhaps it was pride;
Dukes a bit like
Coastal's nickname

BY JAMES IRWIN
SENIOR wwut

Boo.
So I didn't go to the JMU/CoasUl Carolina game Saturday due to unfortunate circumstances having to do with money and
plane tickets, so instead of actual journalism,
I'm writing a second-hand account based on
rumor and hearsay — by which I mean Jim's
game story.
31-27.
The mighty Dukes lost.
The reigning national champions bested by a
program that has existed for a mere three years
and named after a cock from a medieval poem.
Chanticleer (or Chaunticleer depending on
your translation) was killed by a fox because,
one, he listened to a hen, who just made up
quotes and attnbuted them
to eminent philosophers Fnom LOT Fmo
and two, believed in the
grim portents of his own
demise, which was brought
about by his all-consuming
vanity — perhaps a bit like
the Dukes.
The last time the JMU
football team lost was Nov.
13, 2004 due to a 46-yard
field goal by William &
Mary's Greg Kuehn, whose
name in Harrisonburg is MATTHEW STOM
something like Bucky Denf s in Boston.
Kuehn's field goal cleared the uprights as
the clock ran out thus denying the Dukes a
much-wanted rebuttal.
Madison lost 27-24, but everyone knows
what happened next. JMU removes all reservations and kicks the crap out of the Tribe 49-34
in the semifinals of the I A A playoffs Dec. 10 at
Zable Stadium en route to the school's second
ii.itiun.il title (by the way William & Mary should
write as a thank you note for their new lights)
— the first of course, belongs to the field hockey
program, which won its big trophy in 1994.
Anyway, when you don't lose for a while,
sometimes you tend to forget that you can — a
possible hypothesis for the death of Superman
— and Coastal Carolina was the perfect team
to remind the Dukes that they're still mortal.
The Chanticleers are out of the Big South
— the very conference that has produced
such venerable football powers as tne Fighting Falwells of Liberty University and VMI,
who dropped down to the Big South from the
Southern Conference because they got tired of
going 2-9 every year.
The Chanticleers went 10-1 last season and
didn't make the playoffs — and they were kind
of pissed about that. So what better way to
vent the frustations of playoff snubbage than
to beat the poster child for those playoffs — the
reigning national champion JMU Dukes.

CONWAY, S.C — Down
three agairot the defending national champions with 2:14 left in
the game. Coastal Carolina quarterback Tyler Thigpen gathered
he offense on his own 7-yard
line.
"We were underdogs," Thigpen said. 'We just had to believe."
Eleven plays and 93 yards
later, Thigpen capped a gamewinning/drive, hitting wide receiver Perry Parks with an 8-yard
touchdown pass. And when JMU
junior quarterback Justin Rascal's Hail Mary was hatted down
30 sccords later, everyone on the
field WJS a believer.
"Wt had to be patent"
Coastaf Carolina coach David
Bennett said moments after the
Chantcleers' 31-27 win over the
Duke*. "I'm proud of our young
men for beating a first class foothall program."
Despite Bennett's praise, the
Pukes didn't look like a first
dass football program Saturday
tight. They committed penalties
n cruaal situations and could
lever find a way to stop Coastal
Carolina's offense when they
seeded to.
"We're just not very good
aght now," JMU coach Mickey
Matthews said. "We jumped offtides. We can't play pass defense
"Ve can't make an extra point."
All three vices played a pival role in JMU's first loss to a
iivision I A A school since last
November The
defense Footiwll
articularly Saturday
hurt the Dukes JMU
27
on the game's CCU
31
finaJ
drive
when Thigpen connected on six
of 10 passes. The majority of the
throws were five to 10-yard quick
outs to wide receiver Jerome
Simpson.
"As long as they were giving
it to us, we were taking it" Thigpen said. "We had to get something close to the sideline to stop
the clock and Jerome Simpson is
a go-to guy. Coach kept calling
his number."
And Simpson kept responding. He finished with a gamehigh 10 catches for 162 yards and
two touchdowns despite playing
the game with turf toe. But his
best catch came on the gamewinning drive when he made a
one-handed, over-the-shoulder
grab in bght coverage at the JMU
13-yard line.
"I couldn't even believe he
caught that bait," Bennett said.
That was an unbelievable
catch."
It was an unbelievable catch
that almost never happened. Several plays earlier, stuck inside his
own red zone, Thigpen had overshot his intended receiver. The
ball hit JMU comerback Adam
Ford in the hands, but he couldn't
corral the interception.
"They threw us the ball and
we dropped it" Matthews said.
"We wouldn't be having this conversation if that didn't happen."
The missed opportunity gave
the Chanticleers new life.
That ends the game if he
catches it, no doubt," Thigpen
said. They just gave us a second
chance and when you get that
chance, you have to take it."
JMU gave Coastal Carolina
a myriad for second chances
throughout the game. Matthews
pointed to poor decisions and execution.
"We made a lot of errors tonight and that's a bad sign," Matthews said. "We had second and
one a few times and lost yardage
We sleepwalked through the first
half and by the tome we decided
to win the game, it was too late."
Coastal Carolina opened the
scoring with a 77-yard touchdown drive midway through the
first quarter when Thigpen hit
Simpson on a 21-yard touchdown

■*

JAMES IRWIN/*wor photographer
Running back Alvln Banks breaks a tackle In JMU's game against Coastal Carolina Saturday In Conway. S.C.

Kicking game needs help
A major factor in the Dukes
31-27 loss to Coastal Carolina
University was the ineffectiveness of the JMU kicking game.
JMU senior place kicker Paul
Wantuck missed two pivotal
third quarter kicks, first a 37yard field goal and the second,
an extra point following junior
quarterback Justin Rascab's 10yard touchdown run. Wantuck,
who has been forced into action
as a result of an injury to startajunior place kicker David
1, has missed on each of
his two field-goal attempts this
season.
Following the loss to Coastal Carolina, JMU coach Mickey
Matthews did not have answer

— Jonathan McNamara

Final
JMU
Coastal Carolina

0
7

14
10

6
0
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82 50UTH MAIN ST.
HARRiSONBURG, VA 22801
5^0~/f33"~6323

°°f rr*°«m///.
Mfct, Adldat. N* W Balanc*
t much more/

313cNeffAve.

TAKING CAR€ Of yoUR N€€DS 9 f€ARS iH TH€ RUNNING! I

plus scrapbooking, knitting, and many other
art and craft supplies

10% off with JAC card
everyday

ON BUS ROUTES #1 &#2

Mon-Fri 9am-8pm
& Sat. 9am-5pm

27
31

JMU Student Dlicounr w/ fh/i Ad or JAC card

Supplies for JMU Art and Design Classes

ALSO I BLOCK FROM

—
—

l/if <MK0 i fy 4t*rr

one block from University Blvd
434-9987 & 4320695

"SHOPPER" BUS STOi

7
14

THE

Hours: Mon. - Frl. 10am-5 30pm Sat. 10am -4pm

closed Sundays
see LOSS, page 10

to the Dukes kicking problems.
"Paul is really shaky and 1
don't know what to do about
it," Matthews said. "If I had
another guy, 1 would kick
him."
Until Rabil is able to return
to the lineup, Matthews will be
forced to choose between Wantuck and a group of untested
kickers led by freshman Jason
Pritchard. However, whether it
is Wantuck or one of the other
kickers on the Dukes depth
chart, JMU will need to get
consistent kicking if they hope
to make another run at the national championship.

f
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LOSS: Dukes lose after
being up by 10 in fourth

KYLE COLEMAN/conrrthtfinj ptwographtr
Slnger/songwrtter Nathaniel Baker performs at Dave's Downtown Tavema Saturday night. Baker,
a junior at JMU, Is preparing to release his second album with 80 One records.

Upcoming album releases look to pull
music industry out of year-long slump
■v VADIM RIZOV
HMffBJOTON SQUAW .vnvs

the slightly-played out bars (holding their breath
with the title Drum's Not Dead) and My Morning
Jacket, who appear to be operating in some kind of
After a year of sub-par releases from just about entirely alternate universe (whether or not new alevery major artist — Spoon, Beck and the White bum Z is named after the classic Costa-Gavras poStripes were just a few who disappointed — you litical thriller is unknown). TV On The Radio are set
could be forgiven for just giving up and putting to return as well, whenever they decide what their
Kanye West on repeat for the rest of the year. None- album is called and when it's going to be finished.
theless, the release calendar for the last four months
Metal cross-over darlings System of a Down
of 2005 could offer some hope.
are set to finish what they started earlier this year
hirst, however, dedicated ironists may wish to when Hypnotize, the follow-up album to Mesmerize,
examine some of the less savory, least requested returns to give us more jaw-dropping lime-change*,
comebacks given us in September. The Spin Doc- and inane politics. The Fiery Furnaces are also set
tors lead the charge Sept. 13 with Nice Talking To to put out their second album of the year with "ReMe. but even more unasked for is the return of none hearsing My Choir, which is a scaling-back of their
other than the Bloodhound Gang on Oct. 4. The original ambition of three for the year.
CD is called Hefty Fine, and the cover is of a naked
Two albums already widely heard will come
obese man. Work it out.
out in altered form: Fiona Apple's Extraordinary
More respectable comebacks: Big Star's first Machine, widely leaked in its Jon Brion-produced
CD in 30 years. In Space, features original song- form, will be released in an allegedly "radically difwriter Ale* Chilton and drummer Jody Stephens, ferent" version helmed by Dr. Dre cohort Mike Eliwith two members of the Posies making up the zondo, which makes a nice parallel to Brion's hookrest. Curiosity is high, but expectations should run up with Kanye. Meanwhile, The Go! Team, alreadv
low for the oddity-filled disk. Better things can rumored to put on a spectacular show, have finally
be awaited from Echo & The Bunnymen's Siberia, taken care of U.S. nghts problems with samples on
which arrives on a wave of good buzz, and worse their debut Thunder. Lightning, Strike and will retrom (.ang Of Four's reunited line-up re-recording lease a retooled version for all the drooling hipsters
their classic songs on Return The Gift (obvious re- who haven't already bought the import widely in
sponse: yes).
circulation for a year.
Two indie bands with surprising cross-over
The final word, however, should go to Ashlee
success follow up their 2004 debuts: Franz Ferdi- Simpson. If s been a rough year for Ms. Simpson,
nand return with their retro-titled album You Could with allegations of lip-synching proving embarassHaveltSoMuch BetterWith ..Franz Ferdinand on Oct. ingly true in startlingly public fashion and the flop of
4, and fellow cross-over kids Scissor Sisters are ex- her first big star vehide Undiscovered. Stilt we can all
pected to also issue their as-yet-unbtled follow-up root for her, because she has obviously the best of all
before the vear's end.
upcoming album titles / Am Me. Indeed.
Also returning, with slightly less speed, are BroVadim Rizov is a writer for NYU's Washington
ken Social Scene with their self-titled second effort; Square News.

IT WOULDKT
BE JMU
WITHOUT...

LQSS,frompage9
pass. AfterfMU sophomore tailback Alvin Banks
tied the game with a one-yard touchdown run,
the Chanticleers re-took the lead midway through
the second quarter at 14-7.
The maligned JMU secondary received a boost
when senior cornerback Clint Kent picked off
Thigpen late in the first halt, leading to Banks'*
second touchdown run of the game. Coastal Carolina placekicker |osh Hoke's 32-yard field gtwl put
the Chanticleers back in front 17-14 at halftime.
'The reason we lost this game is because we
played so poorly in the first half," Matthews
said. "In the second half we played better, but we
didn't make the key plays to win a tight game."
The Dukes came out tif the locker room and
went back to their strength, running the football.
JMU took the second half kickoff and marched to
the Costal Carolina 25 yard line. But a 9-yard loss
and a sack of Rascati forced the Dukes to punt.
On their next dnve, the Dukes again controlled the line, driving to the Coastal Carolina
20-yard line before stalling and attempting a field
goal. Senior placekicker Paul Wantuck's 37-yard
attempt was wide left.
"We just didn't execute on those first two senes," Rascati said. "Missed assignments, penalties, little things like that. We just didn't execute."
The Dukes did manage to re-take the lead
when Rascati scrambled 10 yards for a touchdown late in the third quarter. Junior tailback
Maurice Fenner extended the Dukes' lead to
27-17 on his one-yard touchdown run with 9:52
left in the game. Fenner capped a drive where
the Dukes ran the ball on eight of 10 plays, using their offensive line to move the ball.
"I quit looking at their two offensive Iffclw
because they gave me diarrhea," Bennett MM I

looked at those two offensive linenun and I said,
'laird be with us.' because they vwre huge. We
had to win in the fourth quarter. I k»w the third
quarter was going to be mcky, and I'was rocky."
Late in the game it was JMU's seVwdarv that
was nxky. Thigpen engineered a rine-plav 7Myard drive and cut the JMU lead to $-24. He hit
Simpson on a 23-yard fade in the Btntl ol the
end zone for the touchdown pass.
"I was just lucky enough tocomt'down with
some catches/' Simpson said. Ty let "made great
divisions."
None were bigger than his decuion making
on the game-winning drive, when Ihe Dukes'
kicking problems, penalties, inability to get to
Thigpen (they sacked him once) and slow start
came back to haunt them.
"We were bad at anything involving rushing the
passer and defending the pass tonight/ Matthews
said. "We're not very good at that one comer position. They threw us the ball and we dropped it"
PASSING: JMU — Justin Rascati ln-21-0-171;
Coastal Carolina — Tyler Thigpen 24-36-1-287.
RUSHING: JMU — Alvin Banks 24-88, Maurice
Fenner 12-74, Justin Rascati 9-32, Ardon Bransford 1-5, Antoinne Bolton l(-7); G>astal Carolina — Hall 11-46, Thigpen 8-33, Fcrdham 7-29,
Hampton 2-11, Perkins 2-6, Tolbert 3-3.
RECEIVING: JMU — Casime Harris 3-49, LC
Baker 3-26, Alvin Banks 3-24, Ardm Bransford
2-28, Sean Connaghan 2-24, Chris Hawkins 2-.1,
Marvin Brown 1-9; Coastal Carolina — Simpson
10-162, Noble 4-37, Parks 3-42, Parity 3-30, Carson 1-10, Washington 1-9, Hall l(-l), Fordham
I (-2).

Men's soccer defeats Volleyball wins
Nittany Lions at Tech first CAA match
BLACKSBURG — JMU men's soccer defeated
Penn State 2-1 in the opening round of the Virginia
Tech Classic.
After being down 1-0 at halftime, the Dukes
came back to even the score with freshman Nick
Zimmerman's unassisted goal with 5:51 left in the
game. Two minutes later sophomore forward l^asse
Kokko scored off a pass from junior midfielder Kurt
Morsink to score the game-winning goal.
Despite being outshot 14-9 by Penn State, the
Dukes were successful. Sophomore goalie Matt
Glaeser had four saves.
The Dukes improved to 2-1, and Penn State
dropped to 0-3. The Dukes played Tulsa on Sunday.

BOSTON, MA — The Dukes' M.llevnill
team opened their season of Colonial Mhleii
Association play |ust the way they wanted w
They defeated Northeastern Universlt}l3-1 in
Boston Friday night.
• i
JMU took the first two games of the n.,u i,
while NU took the third. The Dukes then recovered to come back and win the fourth.
Ashley Copenhaver led all players jwth li
kills in the match and Allyson Halls posted i
.421 attack percentage. Krysta Cannon also UM
44 assist* in the Dukes' victory.
The I Hikes improved to 5-1 on the season am
will next travel to preseason-favorite Hofstr.\.

^SJcP ^aqtidc ^atwcttcj (^omfxiHty
You've tanned with the rest,
now tan with the B E S T!
The area's cleanest and most friendly service.
Very Competitive Pricing
Gift Certificates Available

D-Hall

•FIRST TAN ALWAYS FREE'
see salon for details
Nl (-1 AVI

540.438.8267
COf

JAC cards
the Quad

SOS Advertising
CUSTOM PRINTED EVERYTHING

%mt>

Duke Dog

Licensed to Print and Embroider JMU Names and Logos
Lowest Prices Guaranteed, We Match or Beat Any Price
Fastest Turn Around Time and Largest Selection of Items

the Breeze

THE ONLY PAPER
JMU BEADS

T-Shirts, Polos, Sweatshirts, Hats I Search for SOS On GoLookOn.com
Ladies Apparel, Athletic Apparel I JMU's Favorite Online Resource lor
Magnets, Pens, Glassware, Cups I Businesses, Events, Menus & Coupons

110 Witt GrsciSUnt
Office Phone 442-9226
lOtSwblikMliii com

Monday Frilly 9am 5pm

The Breeze

EvMiggi and Wisssssi
By AipointmentOr Chance

jMij,,(8n

CLASSIFIED
For Rent

THE BREEZE

Help Wanted

lot

ONLY $250/MONTH' Ro
in awesome apartment Tw
«alk from JMU! Two nice roommates
Females only. TVinneDunbMmuiMol com
or
call
004)7*4-3649

V. \MI I) M Di Mnl>t I s tor art
classes $*Mir No experience necessary
Part time work Models are needed for
art claucs on Monday/Wednesday. 10:45
a.m lo 2:13 p.m.. Tueaday/niiarsday.
1:30 to 5 00 p.m. and at other time*. If
you are interested or would like more
information, contact David Bascom
at 476-2337 or bascomdvajmu edu

BARII'NWVi
$2<0.day
potenlii
:x|>cn
No
(BOO) %S-6S20
\>
provided
WE

PAY UP TO $75

per

survey

www.GetPaidToTbiak.com

For Sale

NftH$R0

WHITE M HONDA ACCORD 2D. vuc. V6. Fully Loaded. 131.000
mite.
$7,000
540-476-0216

JMU / MAINE FOOTBALL TICKETS
Will trade 4 Redskins home game
tickets and a parking pass for four
tickets to the JMU Family Weekend
football
game.
(703)
922-4345

JAMES MCHONk JEWELRY seeking
a personable partime employee during
the week.
Must be able to lift 50lbs
(540)433-1833

No experience necessary, e-mail
BreezeEditorwhotmailrom
if interested1

Musi get rid of-need space Needs minor
work Worth $4500 new; asking tlOOO
obo (540) 335-6164 (540) 3354164
SUBARU
^
OUTBACK
red!
Yak
rack.
I75K
miles.
Si.:'"
or
bast
offer.
(540)
568-2794

Lost and Found

WftOTCDJ

HOT TUB for i*Je. Like new-only used
lew limes Great for parties-holds 6

FIND BABYSITTING JOBS, babysitters
or nannies at CMllforSmers.com' Sitters.
register today for Tree1

LIFEGUARDS WANTED
Westover Swimming Pool ■
Harroonburg

wildlife/ natural resource research firm is

Competitive wages hvening A weekend
hours Applications accepted until pmitions
•refilled
(540)434-0571 for information

hiring polite, professional, reliable people
to conduct telephone research surveys (No
sales). Part-time evening hours SundaySaturday, schedule varies based un

LIKE TO FLYFISH? If you're interested
in starting a JMU flyfishing club, meet

project needs; Apply at 130 Franklin St.

us at the Festival in room 2111 at 7 p.m.

RESPONSIVE
MANAGEMENT
(wwwrespoasiyemMaMgVTncnt.com),
a

FREE TO A GOOD HOME: 2 yr old
female black lab mix, houscbroken and
spayed I'm allergic and have to find her
a home (540) 560-4765 (540) 560-4765
GREEN TAOS 1/2 PRICE! TRIED ft
Univcrm>, 442-725"

\ IMI The Brreu < hilin. ( lavsifieoV

Spring Breakers

Place yiHM ad online and n will
appear in our iwi.f -weekly prim
product AND in out online- edition"

Book •art; & save'
Lowe* pricee hoM destinations'
Book 15 ■ 2 Free Trips or Cash
Free Meats* Parties by 11/7
HJghaatCcnmuion. Bast Travel Perks

Visit

www.thehreeze j*rg/clas\ ifieds'

wwwiunsplash'ourifom
800-436-T710

WIN
TUmON
IN
A
I Kl I
POKES
tournament.
http- 'wuw.mytournMmenlpoker com/

<&.Uf ^UeJ fAlj aj^ri-y*

BACKPACK
low
BLUE LLBcan
backpack inDhall.cootentsven important,
if round plcaic contact (454) 579-501!

Services

Wanted

WAITRESSESS
NEEDED:
Apply
in person at Jess' Lunch Downtown.

ONE
OF
A
KIND
TABLE
WoodFrame. Plcxi-Glass. Blackl ights,
LightUpDesign.
Free
delivery/setup
GreatForParliei/Apartment/
FratHouse.
ForPics/Contaa
Info
http://memben.cox.aet/twdMvidMOBl/
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Travel
SPRING BREAK 2006 with Student
Travel Services to Jamaica. Mexico.
Bahamas and Florida. Are you connected?
Sell Trips. Earn Cash & Travel Free! Call
for group discounts Info.' Reservations
800-641-4849 www.3MFavei.com

Find someone lo sublease
your apartment through
The Breeze classifieds'
Go lo »>tM jhebrrfzt^ckustfras
to place your ad today!

TUT IHBJIFX-IT

•mmsmrswm

^

tonight or e-mail benziatrtgtfmucdxf
PARKING SERVICES U currently
seeking students interested in working for

HEAVY

EQUIPMENT

the student enforcement program Apply
on the web at wwwjmuedu parking
or in person at our office located on the
ground level of the parking deck Call

Training for employment

568-6105 or e-mail pMrkuifCudea^mu
afti
for
additional
information

9/26

GET PAID TO THINK! Make $75 taking
online surveys. www.cMsbtospead.com

Associated

backhocs,
graders,
Train

OPERATOR

POae® (tex7 L7@0D tEoosGo fr^Gofiotis

Bulldozers.

loaders,
dump
trucks,
scrapers.
excavators.

in

Virginia

Next

National

financial assistance,
assistance

class

c.rou.y> Rates Available

certification,
job placement
800-383-7364

Training

Screen Printing a^d Embroidery!

Services

i* FREE 4 -

JAMES MCHONE
antique

J 4 night rental

STOVE
& VIDEO

one per customer

Route 33 East
Harrisonburg

Free Membership
Over 1,000 Movies

433-9181

DVDs, VHS, XBoX & PS2 games

jewelry

iiua a f

"Where JMU buys its diamonds"
75 Court Square Harrisonburg
(Next to Bank of America)
433-1833

(next to Wendy's)

Day Spa and Salon

Free Haircut

With Color or Highlight

Waxing

Spa
r Treatments

\ sch
nir individual or multiple services.
' v dollars or more in multiple services for the day
and we will provide lunch from L 'Italia.
Shopping Center
Port Republic Rd.
Harrisonburg, V»
(540) S74-0808

Mon, Wed, Thurs, Fri
10 a.m. -6p.m.

4
NAUTILUS
g%
mr FITNESS CENTER W
The facility includes:
•NEW NAUTILUS equipment
• Elevated indoor track
• Aerobics - yoga, pilates,
kickboxing & spinning
• Huge cardio theater
• Sauna, Jacuzzi & steam room
• Personal trainers & instructors
• 2 Floors of free weights
• Lots of treadmills, ellipticals,
stairmasters & N EW life fitness

JOIN NOW
SEMESTER SPECIAL

$119.00

Mon.-Thurs. 5am-2am, Fri. 5am-9:30pm, Sat. 8am-8pm, Sun. 10am-6pm

(540) 433 ■ 3434
\vTV/ 7VV

COLDPLAY

GET A NO HASSLE
NO WAIT WORKOUT!

381 Luc Drive

y

\J1\J1 (Behind HighLawn Pavilion)

X*Y

TWISTED LOGIC TOUR
SPECIAL GUEST P-La KtlLBV

$20

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29

EWN

TICKETS STILL AVAILABLE!

TICKETS

MM^* TICKETS ON SAIE NOW « the Arnpfveweler Boi one*, afl Ttcketmealar OuMV. charge
— - jy lOIHBWffraSai ^ phoi^ or o««M M w werw MBafdo«r corn Fo. more inftjrmarJon eel (757) MS-3000
" <7WWi flT^I Presented o, Cefee/ Ooor Concerts

121
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THE BREEZE

heasant Run
Townhomes.

3

In the Kitchen
4Mf
—f>

In the Living
Room...

On the deck...

SIZE MATTERS

Call 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantnin.net
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
I
Monday - Friday 10am - 5pm
j
•OUAl MMM

View a map to our location on GoLookOn.Cam
i

i

<

